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Taxis in Port Lincoln SASuburban Taxis enters this new market with the vision to

encourage competition, improve the service offering and to create an overall better

taxi experience for everyone in Port Lincoln. We guarantee that our quick booking

system and local, experienced and knowledgeable drivers will get you from A to B

using the most efficient route, all whilst offering a friendly service.Suburban Taxis

has proudly serviced South Australia since 1946, providing a wide range of services

and products to suit every traveller. With 70 years of taxi experience, Suburban

Taxis expanded to Port Lincoln in January 2016 and is proud to provide a local

community taxi service for all Port Lincoln visitors, frequent travellers and locals.

Suburban Taxis Port Lincoln expects to undertake almost 50,000 bookings and carry

approximately 70,000 passengers per year. Our company is also located in Port

Pirie and Adelaide. Within Port Lincoln, Suburban Taxis maintains a fleet of 7 taxi

vehicles, of which 2 are multi-seater vehicles.To create and maintain Suburban

Taxis Port Lincoln as Eyre Peninsula’s largest and overall best value for money taxi

and central booking system provider. The vision driving the Suburban Taxi Port

Lincoln agenda is a company that is simultaneously committed to its shareholders,

clients and staff, and yet also commercial and competitive in character and focus;                                                page 1 / 2



an organisation shaped by a rich 70-year heritage. Today Suburban Taxis employs

over 50 staff and operates in Port Lincoln, Port Pirie and Adelaide. While Suburban

Taxis has come a long way since 1946, the company and staff have never lost the

passion for service the public that our founders, Jack and Roy, ingrained all those

years ago.
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